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Bush vs. Dukakis: the issue of education 
TALENT NIGHT for freshmen and transfers last Saturday featured several 
singing acts, including this group (from left) Scott Miller, Steve Martin, Bob 
Boaz (not shown), and Darin Stanley. Photo by Jim Schiefelbein 
by Dawn Dunn 
Bison staff writer 
In this, the election year, education is 
again a major issue posing many questions 
in the minds of voting Americans. 
Unlike certain other prominent issues, 
there is no certain party ideology which 
Americans can expect from each of the 
candidates. 
In the January 1988 issue of Academe 
magazine, David C. Leege, professor of 
government and international studies at the 
University of Notre Dame, proposed three 
criterium for a close examination of the 
presidential candidates and their views on 
education. 
According to Leege, "Higher education, an 
education of values, and educational oppor-
tunity for all are the aspects of the issue 
which are of the most primary concern to 
voting Americans." 
Despite the absence of a set party policy, 
the candidates do have some ideas on the 
subject which are reflective of their in-
dividual parties. 
George Bush has stated that he wants to 
be known as the "education president." 
Michael Dukakis promises that if he is 
elected, he will establish a National 
(See BUSH VS. DUKAKIS, page 4) 
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Bennett to keynote American Studies 
by Greg Taylor 
Bison editor 
Former Secretary of Education William 
Bennett will speak on the "Challenge to 
American Education" Thursday, Sept. 29 at 
7: 30 p.m. in the Benson Auditorium. 
His lecture will highlight Harding's fall 
American Studies lecture series for 1988. 
Bennett was appointed Secretary of 
Education in 1985, His success in the posi-
tion made his one of the most successful con-
troversial appointments in the Reagan ad-
ministration. In his tenure as education 
secretary, he determined to lead a vigorous 
national debate on education, and some say 
he has done just that. 
The Wall Street Journal called him "the 
best of the Reagan appointments of the last 
eight years." 
Bennett has accused some United States 
colleges of "watering down their curricula 
and allowing students to graduate without 
exposure to the classics of history, literature, 
and philosophy, 
Response from a Harding University 
educator 
Dean of the School of Education Bobby 
Coker says Bennett's accusation that many 
American colleges are "watering down their 
curricula" is probably true for most univer-
sities in the U.S.; however, he feels it is less 
true for Harding. 
"What Bennett is advocating is a strong 
liberal arts program. Many colleges have 
de-emphasized these programs in the in-
terest of career-oriented studies." 
Harding is a liberal arts institution, groun-
ding students in a general study of the arts 
and sciences before sending them on to their 
major field of study. 
Coker'S response to Bennett'? He says, "A 
committee has been recently established to 
re-examine, and to study how to strengthen 
our curricula." 
Bennett plans to team up with Allan 
Bloom, author of last year's best-seller The 
Closing of the American Mind: How Higher 
Education has Failed Democracy and Im-
poverished the Souls of Today's Students; 
the pair will give seminars to college 
students from across the U.S. about the im-
portance of education. 
"The seminars will be at a campus to be 
named later. The two education critics will 
"give students the kind of education Bennett 
and Bloom say they (students) need," said 
John Walter, a Bennett aide. 
Bennett has also said he wants to write a 
book critiquing education in the United 
States. 
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Education a freedom 
not to be taken lightly 
Have you ever thought of education as a reason to call 
in the National Guard? As a reason to cause nations to 
declare war? A reason to kill? A reason to die? 
Many countries have and still do find education a 
freedom that can't be given up. Even the founding fathers 
of our United States realized that freedom of education 
was vital and that the only way they could achieve that 
freedom was to shed blood. 
And yet today, our nation sees education almost 180 
degrees in the other direction. Education is no longer 
something that we look to as vital to our existence, as 
something that we take pride in and yearn to get more of. 
No, education has become a dollar figure and is often 
replaced by the word "marketability." Educators have taken 
a place at the foot of our totem pole of respect. And 
students' emphasis is no longer on "What is the most I 
can learn from this?" but "What IS the least I have to do 
to pass?" 
This attitude is a commentary on the American education 
system. While other nations such as Japan have a 95 per-
cent rate of successful completion of high school, our na-
tion, one of the most powerful in the world, gives diplomas 
to less than 75 percent of its teens. And many that do 
graduate from high school are given a diploma out of pity 
or frustration from the schoolboard. 
This statistic doesn't even include the 24 million adults 
in the United States who can't read the label on a medicine 
bottle or the front page of a daily newspaper. Add to that 
nearly 38 million who read at or below a third grade level. 
No wonder respect for educational values is so low. 
I don't want to get in to whose fault it is that these people 
can't read, but instead, to look at how we have traded in 
a weapon that will protect us for some cheap thrills that 
will destroy us. Our respect for our teachers began wan-
ing in second grade when "Miss Smith" had 45 children 
between the ages of six and eight to keep in their seats, 
keep interested and to teach. It decreased even more in 
junior high when the teacher in the tight polyester pants 
became the object of our ridicule. And by high school, 
we were simply there to get it over with and as we saw 
it, the teacher was there to see that we did. 
Students are looking at education all wrong. Instead of 
seeing education as a "wimpy" career choice, we need 
to see the teaching profession as a way to change lives, 
forever. Instead of looking at teachers from a "them-and-
us" perspective, try taking their advice and assignments 
without complaint. Instead of seeing education as 
something that must be endured or "acquired," look at 
it as an opportunity. An opportunity that many would die 
for. And we, as a nation, have it right under our noses. 
- The Assistant Editor 
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Reader's rhetoric and rebuttal 
Response to Sept. 9 editorial 
Letter to the Editor: 
Ifa personcal1s America "my nation," allegiance is due. 
This country deserves more than a respectful attempt to 
submit to its laws, America deserves loyalty and commit-
ment - without these, how can we improve ourselves and 
move our country "in a direction that brings God in bet-
ter focus?" 
Yes, as a Christian, lowe my allegiance to God. But 
my allegiance is not divided if I also commit to "one na-
tion, under God," indivisible, with liberty and justice for 
all." This country can only be improved when every citizen 
takes an active interest and proudly proclaims these "strong 
words." I see no conflict of interest; only a dedication to 
a country that gives us freedom to further God's work. 
Letter to the Editor: 
Sincerely, 
Claire Seratt 
The Sept. 9, 1988 issue of The Bison commented that 
the Massachusetts bill vetoed by Michael Dukakis "would 
obligate students in the state to recite the Pledge of 
Allegiance in school each day," This is not true. 
This vetoed bill, which was easily overridden, required 
teachers to lead the class in the Pledge of AlLegiance. 
(Boston Globe, 6-16-87). The student's freedom to choose 
whethecr or not to participate was still Intact. 
There were many reasons why the ycto was override!). 
There is one issue of grealer importance: the teachers must 
fulfill their responsibilily to be a proper e'fID'llple to the 
student. 
Public school teachers have a professional responsibili-
ty to instill an appreciation and respect for our country. 
If the teacher refuses to lead their class in the Pledge, that 
teacher not only fails to meet this responsibility, but also 
denies the students' right to express their own patriotism. 
Even worse would be the teacher, in the presence of their 
students, defending their personal objection to the Pledge 
of Allegiance. This sort of slanted teaching has no place 
in a classroom of impressionable students. 
Liberal government officials have no business preven-
ting the Pledge of AUegiance in public school". Michael 
Duk:ak.is didn't even have his own state's legislative sup-
port when he took this stance. As patriotic citizens, we 
must Support traditional , responsible values in the 
classrOqm that allow for the Pledge of Allegiance. 
Jim Hull 
Editor's Note: 
Retired Chief Justice Warren Burger said this about the 
issue, whioh has come up in the presidential campaign: 
It is a "tempest in a saucer, not even a teapot." He went 
on to explain in a USA TODAY interview that citizens 
should not be t1ompeUedto recite or lead the pledge, 
"You-can -be compelled to take an oath when you come 
to work for the government .. , or when you become a new 
citizen," the Ex-Chief Justice said. 
In all other contexts, the oathes should be voluntary. 
EXTR'A 
SEND THE BISON HOME! 
Subscriptions are only $9 for a year. Send 
address and check to Bison. Box 1192., 
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Success spelled 
C-H-R-I-S.:r By Mark Moore 
Go back with me if you will to your youngest days. 
You're five and your mother is reading you a fairy tale. 
It's Cinderella, the poor but beautiful maiden with two 
fat ugly sisters. She's mistreated, but in the end she 
triumphs. She gets the looks, the guy, the money, and she 
lives happily ever after. She's success! 
Now leap forward a few years to junior high. You're sit-
ting in the stands at an eighth grade basketball game cheer-
ing your team on to victory. Who's leading those cheers? 
Why it's the six most popular girls in school. They've got 
it all. No zits, straight teeth, and Guess jeans. What's that 
sound coming from their lips? 
S-U-C-C-E-S-S that's the way you spell success. Again, 
it's pounded into your head. Look at them; they're suc-
cessful. They'll live happily ever after. 
Take another step now into college. People there are 
mature; they're planning their futures. There in the blue 
BMW you see the future doctor. He's got the grades and 
the girls. He'll be rich someday. He'll belong to the coun-
try club and live in the right neighborhood. He'll live hap-
pily ever after. He'll be a success. 
All of our lives we've had success defined for us. The 
TV, the cheerleaders, even the children's fairy tales give 
us the same definition. "The more stuff you have, the hap-
pier you'll be." The sad thing is that we believe it. 
They believed it 2000 years ago in Palestine. The cute 
little Jewish cheerleaders spelled out the Aramic equivalent 
of success through their Guess veils at the camel races. 
The tax collectors drove Italian made sports chariots and 
the fairy tales told of beautiful maidens and gold. 
Jesus' world had the same warped values as ours. But 
he refused to accept them. Instead he introduced a whole 
new concept of success and they killed him for it. 
It's been 2000 years since he died. Millions gf so called 
"successful" people have lived and died since then, their 
memory disappearing into the obscurity of time. But the 
man they called a failure lives on today . 
Looking to him, we'll succeed. 
Good, clean fun 
I was in the seventh grade when John Bonham died. 
At the time, I didn't realize an era in rock and roll had 
just ended. 
The next year, I discovered album rock. The Bee Gees 
didn't impress me anymore, disco became passe, and I 
borrowed Led Zeppelin IV from a friend. 
Until then I Ahad always associated Led Zeppelin with 
teenage guys and jacked up Camaros. But there I was -
12, adolescent and a Zeppelin fan. 
Now I am 20, dateless, and still a Led Zeppelin fan. 
It's now 1988 and there are rumors of Zep reunions, and 
if there were ever a time to reunite, it would be a good 
time now. 
Regardless of all the hoopla going around about new 
Zep albums, and Zep tours, the fact remains that Plant 
appears along with Jason Bonham (son of the late John 
Bonham, if you hadn't guessed) on Page's Outrider. Page, 
likewise, adds his consciously haphazard playing on two 
cuts off Plant's Now and Zen LP. 
Now and Zen features a completely new band with a 
younger and more enthusiastic sound. Guitarist Doug 
Boyle had the awful task of replacing the phenomenal Rob-
bie Blunt but comes out smoking. He's re-defining the 
word versatile. 
Overall, it's slick, it's sellable and it's good music. 
The timing for Jimmy Page's first solo album couldn't 
have been better. It arrives amidst a visible (and audible) 
post-Zeppelin hysteria. 
After making two ultra-slick albums with The Firm, 
Page seems to be returning to the sound of his glory years. 
He's playing with a renewed vigor and passion he was lack-
ing in The Firm. 
I like blues, so this album caught my attention. 
The first time I heard "Wastin' My Time," I racked my 
brain trying to figure out who it was. It sounded old, but 
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by 
Randy Williams 
it was brand honkin' new-Jimmy Page. 
There are no guitar pyrotec~cs here, just his same old 
wall-of-sound approach to playing that seems to be con-
stantly falling apart, but never does. If I may borrow a 
quote from comic Steven Wright, Page's playing is like 
"that point when you're leaning ·back in your chair and 
you almost fall, but catch yourself at the last second." 
Yeah, that's it. 
Led Zeppelin may never get back together, but 
regardless of what happens, I'll be content listening to Page 
and Plant separately. Let's listen to what is and not wail 
for what should never be. 
Good StutT for Men: Campus Voice boxes 
Before I sat down to write this article I threw some jaz2 
into the 01' disc player and sat back to prepare myself for 
my writing trek. 
I looked down and noticed a single serving package of 
Double Dutch Chocolate coffee mix from my Good Stutl 
box. I figured, "Hey let's be cultured and drink this while 
I write ... just like a real writer." 
I needed six ounces of hot water so I filled an empty 
Dr. Pepper can halfway. -For the record: Never, never place 
anything with a flat top under rushing, scalding water. It 
sends droplets of fire everywhere. This also applies to Bub-
ba Alsup. I placed his flat-top under rushing, scalding 
water earlier this week, and he peeled my toenails off. 
Eventually my extremely brown (for lack of a better 
word) concoction was ready to be sipped. One sip ... two 
sips ... 
Okay, so it tastes like ,,;eak wood pulp. It must be cool 
to drink it though. 
It's now two hours later and my mouth reeks in the worst 
way. Luckly, I haven't used my trial-size bottle of Scope 
yet. 
When you play the Bisons you play all of us 
By Steve Beliech 
It began in an instant, grew in an hour and burst open 
in one triumphant but quiet moment. School spirit at 
Harding. 
At no time in my past 12 years of watching Bison sports 
have I witnessed such an outpouring of soul, sweat and 
emotion by the Harding University student body as was 
witnessed on Saturday, Sept. 10 when the Bison football 
team played University of Missouri-Rolla in the first home 
game this season. But the outpouring went two ways. With 
every hit made OD a Bison player, the crowd reeled , ab-
sorbing the blOW; then Sf.Dt back to the players a resoun-
ding wave of encouragement., hope. and strengtlt . As each 
pl~er heard the suppOrt, yells and applause of the crowd, 
he was renewed. 
In 1976 the Bisons went to the wire in football, falling 
behind in the final game of the season against the Univer-
sity of Central Arkansas. But credit a fourth quarter pump-
In the World 
by John Riley 
Have you noticed that watching the Olympics can be 
a humbling experience? I don't just mean watching the 
gracefulness of a Greg Louganis dive and then remember-
ing the last time you belly-flopped off the Jow board . t 
think what I admire most about these athletes is the dedica-
tion they show day after day as they fine-tune their per-
formances and condition themselves to get ready for their 
big event. I wonder about the focus of their iives - how 
they are willing to subordinate everything else in order 
to achieve that one big goal: winning the gold. Their 
In 1987 the men's basketball team was seeking a triumph 
in District 17. With the crowd cheering them on, the Bisons 
prevailed and started packing for the National Tournament 
in Kansas City. 
In both cases the crowd roared its encouragement 
and lauded its team in its accomplishments. So what makes 
the game on Sept. 10 so different from the games in '76, 
and '87? They all had a crowd that gave its support to its 
team. 
In the previous instance the crowd was "the crowd" 
while the team members were just that, the "team 
members." But on Saturday, Sept. 10 a "feeling" began 
to penetrate into the crowd. 
The wave of support, the euphoria of prevailing in the 
contest arid the sheer exhaustion of pouring the soul into 
the game came to light when the members of the 12th man 
came on to the field. At that moment the players on the 
field were no lon~er "the team" and the spectators no 
dedication is a rebuke to all of us whose lives resemble 
a trivial pursuit game as much as anything else. 
While pursuing the Olympic dream certainly seems 
glamorous, the apostle Paul gives an interesting perspec-
tive. Apparently he believed the gold for the "wreath" they 
gave in those days) was a trivial pursuit compared to those 
who were seeking what he called the crown of life. Please 
ponder these powerful words: "one thing I do; forgetting 
what lies behind me and reaching out for what lies ahead, 
I press toward the goal to win the prize, which is God's 
call to the life above in Christ Jesus." The athleticism of 
the images he uses is striking: the "reaching forward," 
the "pressing OD."YOU get the idea that Paul lived his life 
like someone who had a goal and was going somewhere. 
I wonder how many of us could examine our lives and 
say "this one thing I do?" Is it possible to have such a 
longer "the crowd." In that instant we were Harding 
University, in battle with our opponent. 
Call it school spirit, or call it a sense of belonging, but 
the feeling brought everyone together, and it culminated 
its .growth that evening at the end of the game. 
Prior to that evening the end of the game meant a quick 
departure from the stands. But this evening was different. 
The crowd stayed and together, with the team, sang the 
Harding alma mater, each person holding one finger in 
the air as a symbol of oqeness, of unity. Togetlter those 
in the stands and on the track bowed their heads in prayer 
to the Lord. 
There is a new feeling on this campus, .. when you play 
the Bisons you play us all: every student, staff worker, 
faculty member, and fan. 
(Steve Beliech is currently working in his third year as 
the play by play announcer for Bison football on KKSY 
FM1(J7.) 
concentrated lifestyle in the midst of a complex world? 
It is my conviction that our generation is among the most 
'blessed in all of history. We have more wealth, talent, 
greater capabilities in terms of technology, more leisure 
time, more freedom to make choices about vocation and 
lifestyle. But with all of that, we may be missing that uni-
fying principle that gives a sense of meaning and purpose 
to all that we do. 
I recently read a quote by Dr. Kenneth Davis ("Uncle 
Bud"). As he looked back on his years on the music faculty 
at Harding, he said, "what's important in life is going to 
heaven. I don't care how great the program at any school 
is; if it doesn't help people go to heaven, why spend your 
life doing it?" 
May God give us all lives that are so well-ordered that 
we can say "this one thing I do." 
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Saturday, 
Sept. 24 
Bisons vs. SE Oklahoma 
State Univ., 7 p.m. 
S.A. movie - Fox and the 
Hound, 7 & 9:30 p.m. 
Birthday dinner for 
Dr. George S. Benson 
(See story, page 10,) 
Sunday, 
Sept. 25 
Morning Worship Services 
College Church: 8: 15 and 
10:30 
Downtown Church: 8: 15 
and 10:30 
Cloverdale Church: 9: 00 
Westside Church: 10:00 
Monday, 
Sept. 26 
Lady Bisons Volleyball vs. 
Hendrix at Conway, 7 p.m. 
Channel 19 goes on air (see 
story, page 6) 
Chapel - Good News 
singing group 
Tuesday, 
Sept. 27 
Lady Bisons Volleyball vs. 
UCA at Conway, 7 p.m. 
Short Chapel 
Friday, Sept. 23 
Montovani Orchestra - 8 p.m. 
Chapel- resident of the month from 
nursing homes 
Wednesday, 
Sept. 28 
Mike Cope Bible Class, 
5:30 p.m. 
College Church, 7 p.m. 
Chapel - Marching Band 
Thursday, 
Sept. 29 
American Studies, William 
Bennett, Sec. of Education, 
7: 30 p.m. (Attendees must 
get "free" tickets in Dr. 
Burks' office before 
Thursday.) 
Lady Bison Volleyball vs. 
UAPB, 7 p.m. , 
Is your activity on the campus calendar? 
Send to Box 1192 by Monday at noon. 
Chapel- Campaigns N.E. 
From the Top 
Dukakis Vs. Bush... (continued from page 1) 
Thaching Excellence Fund to recruit and re-
tain outstanding teachers for America's 
schools. The needed improvement of the 
educational system is not where they differ, 
it is the way of going about it. 
Dukakis encourages distribution of state 
funds for school districts with a low tax base. 
He advocates increased funding for Head 
Start programs and Federal Aid for daycare. 
Bush is more or less in compliance with this. 
However, he feels that the funding respon-
sibility should be placed at the state level. 
Michael Dukakis has more than his pro-
spective policy to voice, he must defend a 
shady past on the issue. Robert C. Wood, a 
former President of the University of 
Massachusetts, circulated a letter among 
college officials charging that Dukakis is not 
the supporter that he says he is of higher 
education. 
Wood claims that he pays more attention 
to private institutions than public, proposes 
the most minimal budget increases and then 
publicly exaggerates them, and appoints 
people whom he can control on college 
boards. 
Here is a list of educational issues and the 
candidates' views on them published in The 
Chronicle of Higher Education. 
On Financing College Education: 
Bush - Proposes tax-free College Sav-
ings Bond for two-year or four-
year colleges. Favors I.R.A. 
type savings account for educa-
tion. Favors continued funds 
for college work-study pro-
grams and grants for low in-
come students. 
Dukakis - Vows to "end assault" on Pell 
Grants and student loans. Pro-
poses education insurance fund 
that would provide tuition 
benefits to students. After 
graduation, the students would 
pay back the fund by having a 
portion of their earnings 
withheld from their paychecks. 
On Training and Retraining: 
Bush - Favors promoting "public-
private" partnerships that pro-
vide "work and opportunity to 
those who seek it. Supports pro-
posed $1-billion worker adjust-
ment program. 
Dukakis - Supports several recommenda-
tions of the National Gmrernor's 
Association to combat func-
tional literacy. Supports pro-
posed $1 billion worker adjust-
ment program. 
On Federal Research and Development 
Programs 
Bush - No response 
Dukakis - Favors better balance between 
federal spending on military 
and civilian research. Supports 
national network of "centers of 
excellence" in new and applied 
technology. 
On Federal Support of Science and 
Technology 
Bush - Supports making permanent 
a tax credit for research 
and development. Favors 
strengthening intellectual pro-
perty protection. ' 
Dukakis - Supports making permanent a 
tax credit for research and 
development. Supports federal 
funds to upgrade university in-
frastructure but would seek 
matching support from states 
and the private sector. Condi-
tionally supports federal fw1ds 
for Sematech (semi-conductor 
research consortium) and 
similar programs. 
The tie that binds was perhaps put best by 
Eleanor C. Main, associate professor of 
political science at Emory College. 
"The candidates unanimously view 
education a~ a guarantee, not a privilege." 
Dr. George Benson when 
asked why, at 90 years old, 
he still works full-time, 
'~s long as there is work to 
do, I want to do it. This 
earth is the place to work -
Heaven is where we will 
rest:' (See story about his 
90th birthday, page 10.) 
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I, -'. Please call for reservations 
He ". HH H &I H&I 1M &I ,+ H 
DRYER'S SHOE STORE 
Champion Canvas Oxford 
White - Black - Navy - Red 
Khaki - Pink - Chambray 
American Express 
Mastercard 
VISA 
West of Court Square 
Downtown Searcy 
$1990 
Reg. 24.60 
5-10 Medium 
6-14 Slims 
268-8582 
~ 
.. 
Baseball: The heavily favored U.S. team 
disposed of the home Korean team 5-3. 
Basketball: The U.S. team defeated Canada 
and Brazil, overcoming the latter by stop-
ping international star, Oscar Schmidt. 
Boxing: U.S. boxing favorite, Anthony Hem-
brick, lost his first Olympic bout by a 
walk-over because his coach, Ken 
Adams, misread the boxing schedule. 
Thursday, a ring-sized riot took place 
when a Korean boxer lost a 4-1 decision 
to a Bulgarian fighter. The Korean coach 
Friday, Sept. 23 
Track - Men's 100 meter final 
Gymnastics - Men's individual final 
Rowing - Final 
Diving - Women's springboard 
preliminaries 
Monday, Sept. 26 
Diving - Men's platform final 
Cycling - Men's road race 
Boxing - Quarterfinals 
Basketball - Women's semifinals 
Volleyball - Women's semifinals 
Thursday, Sept. 29 
Basketball - Men's final 
Track - Women's 100 meter hurdles 
final 
Volleyball - Men's semifinal 
Synchro Swimming - Solo final 
Tennis - Men's singles final 
enraged by two warnings given to his 
fighter and resulting in the deduction of 
two points, entered the ring for a hostile 
confrontation with the ring referee. The 
coach's actions led to several people, in-
cluding most of the Korean coaching 
staff, entering the ring. Chairs were 
thrown into the ring and the referee was 
punched and kicked as security trying to 
protect him from the crowd, ushered him 
from the arena. 
Swimming: The smallest member of the 
Saturday, Sept. 24 
Gymnastics - Women's individual 
finals 
Diving - Women's springboard final 
Track - Women's 100 meter final 
Rowing - Finals 
Boxing - Preliminaries 
Tuesday, Sept. 27 
Basketball - Men's semifinal 
Track - Decathlon 
Boxing - Quarterfinals 
Equestrian - Team jumping final 
Wrestling - Competition 
Friday, Sept. 30 
Track - Men's and Women's 1500 
meter finals 
Boxing - Finals 
Synchro Swimming - Duet final 
Tennis - Women's singles final 
Canoeing - Finals 
BAILEY VISION CLINIC 
AND CONTACT LENS CENTER 
DR. FINIS BAILEY 
918 E. Race 268-1400 
Complete eye exams, frames, contact lens 
and contact lens replacement. 
Bring this ad for $20 off glasses or 
contacts with eye exam. 
FROZEN DELITE 
Monday night 
Is Harding night 
2200 E. Race St. 
268-4732 
3 HAMBURGERS 
$1 .10 with Coupon 
Expires September 3D, 1988 
BONANZA. 
..5tooJ,..·c~·~·~ Get a GREAT meal 
. at a GREAT prlcel 
BRING YOUR HARDING I.D. AND GET OUR FRESHTASTIKS FOOD BAR 
$2.59 ONLY ON MONDAY NIGHTS 
Students and Faculty with Harding 1.0. get 10% discount on all food purchases. 
CARRY OUT ORDERS WELCOME - 268-5777 - 3002 E. RACE 
Sun.-Thur. 11:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m. Fri. & Sat. 11:00 a.m.-lO:OO p.m. 
~ ___ ~h:J-0/.)fth./J Fo<>d.... ___ -...J 
women's swimming team, rn pound, 
16-year-old Janet Evans won the gold in 
the 400 meter medley. Also, Matt Biondi 
finished the medal cycle with a bronze in 
the 200 free, a silver in the 100 butterfly 
and a gold in the 4x200 relav. 
Volleyball Men's: U.S. team came back from 
a two game deficit to defeat Argentina in 
a match Thursday. They are now 3-0. 
Behind the scenes Olympic look from Har-
ding professor Robert McKelvain, page 6. 
by.!oby Taylor 
Sunday, Sept. 25 
Track - Men's and Women's 800 
meter final 
.Diving - Men's platform prelim 
Basketball - Men's quarterfinals 
Cycling - Women's road race 
Boxing - Preliminaries 
Wednesday, Sept. 28 
Weighlifting - Super-heavyweight 
final 
Boxing - Semifinals 
Basketball - Women's final 
Track - Decathlon 
Canoeing - Semifinals 
Saturday, Oct. 1 
Boxing - Finals 
Volleyball - Men's finals 
Equestrian - Grand Prix jumping 
final 
Sunday, Oct. 2 
Closing Ceremony 
Walk-ins 
Welcome 
at 
SUPER SAVER 
HAIR CENTER 
Nucleic A Products 
$6.00 Haircuts 
$25.00 Perms 
We happily serve you after 6:00 p.m. 
when you make an appointment 
811 B South Main 
Next to Tom's Place 
Phone 
268-7445 
~~~~~~.4-~~ 
Try Our Chimichanga 
ONLY $2.25 
,\ 
Expires Oct. 
268-5706 809 S. Main 
~ 
1 
1 
~ 
lJ> 
~ 
Mon.-Sat_ 10:00 a_m.-':oo p.m. Corry Outs Welcome _ A... 
'bd ~ 
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HU turns channel; 
TV19 goes on air 
by Carmel ita Bandy 
Bison staff writer 
Harding's television station will begin its 
sixth season of programming Monday, Sept. 
26 at 4:30 p.m. . 
But this year the station will go by a new ' 
name. The familiar TV-12 will be changed 
to TV-19 this year. The change came after the 
White County Cable System (the system 
under which the Harding station operates) 
added new programming, forcing Harding 
to a new channel. 
TV-19 dOes not broadcast a signal, but it 
transmits programming by cable to all the 
dorms on the Harding campus through the 
cable svstem. Four thousand homes m Sear-
cy can ·plck up TV-19, but muSt bave a speclaJ 
tuner The luner is also neec;led to pick up the 
channel in the dorms. 
The station has scheduled live news Mon-
day through Friday, and on certain 
weekends it will feature sports remotes of 
Searcy High ballgames and . Harding 
Academy ballgames. 
This year, along with tbe-program "Trivia 
Buffs," a David Letterman type show, will 
be directed by Darrin Bonham and aired 
weekly. Tim Jernigan will direct a sports 
program, and CrystalStevens will direct a 
program dealing with students' personal 
problems while at Harding. 
"The End of Day Devotionals" is under 
the direction of Ron Turner. 
The TV-19 news anchors are Scott Stewart 
and Andrea Lively. Scott Fossey will be the 
sportscaster, and Brian Mashburn will 
report the weather. 
TV-19 is run by students with the help of 
two faculty, Station Manager David· Hurd 
and Operations Manager Mike James. The 
students are involved in the proceSses of 
research, writing, photography, editing, pro-
ducing programs, and control output at the 
station, which is located in the lower levef 
of the Bible Building. 
James says the station exists to educate 
students in practical television skills. "TV-19 
helps educate Harding students for the prac-
tical use of video equipment, new 
technology, and production elements. 
Without the students, TV-19 would not be a 
part of Harding University." 
-• i- .. 
< 
to Harding Laundry & Cleaners 
E. Park Ave. 268-3979 
$ 
HOTO ~ • 
EXPRESS-
~~~ 
HIGHEST QUALITY UNDER THE SUN 
~~;:.~w 
$1.00 Coupon for Students 
on Any Developing 
STUDENT SPECIAL 
20% OFF ANY CAMERA 
(excluding sale items) 
35mm Cameras From: 
$49.95 
to 
$209.95 
203 E. Race St. 
S A V·E 
200/0 
Cloverdale Barber Shop 
Paul and Joanne invite you to 
Bring this buck and receive 20% 
off on your next $5.00 haircut. 
268-4545 
$ 
$ 1904 E. Market (Behind· Wendy'.) *Good through September • a.m. to 5 p.m. fuesday • Saturday $ 
... 
'" :
i 
_ .. 
i 
t (· 
... . ' 
Education 
• In 
America 
EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE - Senior nursing student Jimmy Benney tries 
to determine whether or not to send this disaster victim to the hospital 
Monday in the student center. This was part of the nursing department's 
disaster drill in which the students must treat victims in an emergency situa-
tion. See story, page 8. 
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Christian education: eternal 
by Virgil Walker 
Bison staff writer 
Over 350 years ago the founders of Har-
vard University thought of creating a school 
where young ministers could attend to learn 
about pastoral life. Since then, Christian 
edUCation has evolved into more than just 
the study of Bible. . 
Christian institutions have integrated in-
to American society. The growth of these in-
stitutions has not only stemmed from 
academic excellence, but also from the 
morality and ethics these institutions instill 
in their students. 
Phil Slate, dean of the Harding Bible 
Department, says, "Christian education is 
not only a Bible department or implemen-
ting chapel programs, but it is a part of our 
environment. It is in our ethics and in the 
way we live, as well as in our academic pro-
grams." 
Christian education has opened the door 
to many opportunities. In a state school 
where the theories of Darwin may be taught, 
equal opportunity for the creation viewpoint 
may not be taught. In a Christian institution 
students are taught both ideas of thought. 
Cluistian institutions grant their students 
a choice. 
"Not only do we learn how to make a liv-
ing, but we learn how to live," Slate said. 
Through ethical teaching, students are 
also better prepared and well trusted in the 
work force. Through Christian education 
students not only attain a marketable skill, 
but also ethical principels by which to live. 
These schools with their Christian devo-
tion also have strong liberal arts programs, 
which have been set up to mold a student 
with a balanced education. 
Many Christian colleges are becoming 
universities, like Harding did in 1979, so they 
can meet the needs of the students. . 
Slate says the key factor in attaining 
growth and maintaining the Christian em-
phasis is the faculty. 
"Greatness depends on how willing and 
committed the teachers, the staff, and the 
administration are to the purpose of achiev-
ing such status." 
Christian education not only focuses on its 
faith, but also on academic excellence. For 
example, eight out of of ten of Harding pre-
med students are accepted into medical 
school. 
Christian institutions provide a great 
"bridge" into society because students are 
taught integrity, morality, and the love of 
Christ. It is an education in which God 
permeates heart, body, and mind. 
"We cannot expect our youth to 'catch' the basic principles 
of our heritage as they do childhood diseases, but we must 
instruct them in'truth, following Abraham Lincoln's admoni-
tion that 'If we tell the people the truth ... they will stay free.' " 
- George S. Benson 
Scholarships cut education costs 
by Mona Williams 
Bison staff writer 
Th all of us who, at some time or another, 
have questioned whether attending a Chris-
tian college is worth the high cost - there is 
some relief. Scholarship money is available 
through a variety of sources, 
Church congregations across the nation 
are providing funds for hometown students 
enrolling in Christian colleges. Colleges are 
now providing funds for students perform-
ing in musical groups and editing student 
publications, as well as the academic 
leadership, and sports scholarships. Abilene 
Christian University and Oklahoma Chris-
tian College are adding thousands of dollars 
for new scholarships to be applied to Bible 
majors, 
For those who have been paying a high 
cost to attend a Christian high school, Col-
umbia Christian College now offers a 10 per-
cent discount for these graduates. Civic 
clubs and corporations are also joining the 
colleges in offering scholarships to high 
school students. 
Th lower the costs of a Christian educa-
tion, students should start looking early to 
take advantage of all the specialized 
scholarships offered, It is also widely advis-
ed to consider the total cost estimate 
because tuition figures can sometimes be a 
bit deceiving, And to all of us here at Har-
ding University, rest assured there are a lot 
of other students across the nation with just 
as big of a hole in their pocketbook. 
Extracurricular activities are important part of education 
by Kristin Webb 
Bison staff writer 
How important are ex:tracurl'icuJar 
activities? • 
Three Harding Univ~rsity faoulty 
members: offer varying opinions. 
Dr. Dennis Organ of. the En~lish depart-
ment commented on the social club aspect 
of outside activity. He realized both good and 
bad aspects comprised the social club 
sYstem. Organ said he felt the club system 
wa s not prQ<luctive in terms of too much 
competition between clubs and the trauma 
of rejection. "The sense of identity, or sense 
of belonging and forming valuable friend-
ships are definite pluses," says Organ, "but 
when a person is rejected by their club of 
choice, it results in deeply hurt feelings." 
Organ paralleled a social club with 
another outside activity like ACappella, but 
said that being rejected based on a talent 
criteria is not as devastating as personali-
ty rejection, as is the case with social clubs, 
When asked how the faculty, in general, 
views the extracurricular activities of 
students, Organ said, "I think the faculty 
can be intimidated by this (student involve-
ment) and unconsciously lower their expec-
tations of students because they know how 
busy students are," He also said all teachers 
wapt to be liked and not seen as sticklers for 
school work. 
Organ's advice to students involved in 
various activities was to know how much is 
too much. He realizes clubs and outside ac-
tivities are part of the maturing process, but 
stressed that students should never use 
those activities as an excuse for incomplete 
assignments. 
Charles R. Walker of the business depart-
ment was happy to express his opinion of 
student activity by saying, "It's great!" He 
believes students receive valuable leadership 
experience in both social and academic 
clubs, He related that business people deal 
with similar situations that club leaders deal 
with, For instance, when a person is in 
charge of organizing a club banquet, that 
person must deal with students, faculty and 
townspeople. They must learn how to 
motivate, delegate, and guide students. 
Walker believes that getting involved in a 
social leadership position affords a student 
the opportunity to tryout their leadership 
skills in an atmosphere of peers. Similar 
leadership situations arise daily in the 
business, world . 
Walker views club sports as a resume 
builder. He says companies like to see a 
competitive spirit. Companies will realize 
that such a person would be a team player 
on the job and would therefore be an asset 
to the company. 
"An important part of outside involvement 
is the management of time," Walker said, 
"One must know when to back out graceful-
ly," 
A faculty member in the foreign language 
department, Winfred Wright said he 
believes the administration stresses ex-
tracurricular involvement over academic 
involvement. He did say, though, that ex-
tracurricular activities are important, but 
should be second to academics, "I think 
students need a lot of'involvement as long 
as academics are kept up to par." 
Whether activities outside academics are 
a good idea is a decision each person must 
make for himself. Extracurricular activities 
can be a big plus if handled wisely by the 
individual. . 
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What do 
you think 
makes a 
good teacher? 
Record number 
go to college 
45 percent of 
college students 
over age 25 
by Dawn Dunn 
Bison staff writer 
Despite a steady decline in the number 
of 17ryear-olds in the United States, a 
higher percentage than ever are choosing to 
further their education, 
More seniors applied to colleges last year 
than ever before. State and private schools, 
including Harding, have found themselves 
turning down students this year who nor-
mally would have had the welcome wagon 
waiting simply because they were full 
beyond capacity. Hading's enrollment peak-
ed to an all-time record this semester of 
3,204. 
This newfound interest in higher educa-
tion can be attributed to the economic 
forecast. As technology expands, so does the 
need for those who understand it. 
In the June 6 issue of Newsweek the 
highest increase in starting salaries will be 
i~ the areas of chemical engineering, elec-
trical engineering, mechanical engineering, 
and computer science. 
Salaries in other degree fields have in-
creased as well. The average salary for a per-
son with a bachelor'S degre is $22,609; 
master's $27,712; M.B.A.'s $31,265; and Ph.D's 
$31,479. 
Humanities will not be left out in the cold 
either. Norman K. Wessells, dean of 
humanities at Stanford University, says 
t~chers will be needed more than ever 
bMore in the 1990's in all fields. This demand 
will naturally cause a pay increase. 
The greatest pay increases in the 1990's 
will come in education - up 2.8 percent, ac-
counting - up 2.3 percent, computer science 
- up 2.3 percent, and marketing/sales - up 
2.2. The location of the greatest employment 
opportunities is in the Southwest and second-
ly, in the other corner of the United States, 
the Northeast. 
Another scope in the changing face of 
American education is the age at which peo-
"pIe are attending college. Athough a record 
number of high school seniors applied, it is 
said that the college campus is graying. An 
estimated 45 percent of all college students 
are over the age of 25. 
Mrs. Betty Watson 
professor of elementary 
education 
Mr. Jim Nichols Brett Kirkman 
associate professor of education 1987 Harding Graduate 
working in Development Office 
"Someone with a perception of 
children's needs and who has 
learned possible techniques to 
fulfill those needs. Also, it takes 
someone with flexibility and the 
ability to encourage rather than 
criticize.' , 
"They don't talk toQ much and 
they involve the students to get 
their attention so that the 
students will learn more. I 
believe it takes one who will 
follow this Chinese proverb: 
"The best teachers I had at 
Harding were the ones that in-
vited me to their officeS or 
homes to talk about my future 
or my spiritual life. I'll never 
forget those special times with 
what I believe are the best 
teachers to be found." 
"Tell me and I will forget. Show 
me _ and I will remember. In-
volve me and I will under-
stand." 
A Short History of Education 
by J. M. Paradis 
Bison staff writer 
Greece has provided us with a great 
many advancements. One of the most 
important was the introduction of free 
"public" education. This educational 
system can be traced up througb the 
Romanempire, pasLMedieval Europe 
and into modern teaching programs . 
Education in America has evolved 
since 17th century 
Free education for the masses 
began in 17th century Europe and car-
ried over into the colonies. This con-
cept of free or "public" education had 
varied reasons for its growth in the 
colonies. The earliest colonial reasons 
for establishing schools centered 
around religious reasons. Other 
reasons were to eliminate the need for 
welfare and other tirp.es it was just in 
vogue to educate the poor. In the 
United States a sophisticated and ef-
fective educational system is the 
result of a long evolution that allows 
anybody to obtain a free education. 
In 1635, Boston provided tax 
revenues for the support of the first 
public school. The Massachusetts Bay 
Colony passed a law in 1642 that 
sought basic learning with minimum 
standards set for reading, capital laws 
and trades. A follow-up law in 1647 re-
quired towns of certain size to provide 
schools, including Latin. Harvard Col-
lege (1636) provided the only higher 
education throughout the 17th 
century. 
In 18th century America interest in 
state controlled schools began to rise. 
Benjamin Franklin succeeded in 
creating his Phil~delphia Academy in 
1749 wit6 the purpose of creating a 
well informed, practical mall. This 
academy was later re-organized into 
the Pennsylvania State University 
(1779). Thomas Jefferson can also be 
credited with the creation of the 
Universit~ 'of Virg.!nia, and George 
Washington is known to have attemp-
ted to establish a national university. 
Most states held back from 
public education hoping that parents 
or self-interest groups might establish 
schools and other learning institu-
tions. Eventually all states passed 
laws that provided education. But only 
after pressure from the middle class. 
States become responsible 
for educating 
The 19th century was a time of 
great change in American public 
schools. Most state legislatures pass-
ed public school bills. Massachusetts 
was again instrumental in guiding the 
development with new legislation that 
was introduced by James Carter. 
James Carter, a Harvard College 
graduate, was responsible for the 
reformation of the Massachusetts 
educational system. His changes took 
the form of creating a state Board of 
Education and establishing a: state 
flmd for the distribution of monies to 
assist towns in attaining higher stan-
dards of education. Horace Mann, a 
prosperous lawyer, gavl:: up his legal 
practice to become the first secretary 
of a new and still uncertain 
Massachusetts Board of Education. 
This office had only public opinion for 
authority and with it Mann was able 
to double the education fund, increase 
teachers' salaries, provide cleaner 
buildings, introduce high schools and 
extend the school year. 
Because of great social changes 
American schools made significant 
improvements. Schools for deaf, 
retarded and blind were introduced. 
A recognition of the responsibility 
toward a child's overall well being 
brought forth free lunch and milk pro-
grams, as well as programs for vac-
cination. New standards were set for 
health safety and hygiene. 
Playgrounds became mandatory. 
- Since 1880 the public expenditure for 
schools has doubled every decade. Of 
all American children about 90 per-
cent attend public schools. 
If anybody should be interested in 
getting more information on our na-
tional school systems or education in 
general, the Harding library has a 
large selection of books on all aspects 
of education. The book, entitled 
"Story of Education," by Atkinson and 
Maleska, was extremely helpful in the 
development of this article. 
Michelle Barbeau 
junior elementary education 
major 
Rochester, Mich. 
"Their ability to work with pe0-
ple and their. concerned, at-
titude toward students'and their 
potential for the future." 
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By Susan Arnette . 
Bison Assistant Editor 
Most first-graders can't.visualize where they'll 
be in the year "2000." (But then again, how many 
adults can?) The first graders for the school year 
1988-1989 consider the year 2000 to be very 
special though. That's the year they graduate 
from high school. 
Graduating from high school is not a huge ac-
complishment for most people and graduating 
in the year 2000 simply means that you were 
born in 1982 or 1983. But what does make this 
class unique is that they will be the first 
graduating class of a new century. - the 21st 
Century. 
'\: 
Calista Kelly shows off her "Class of 2000" 
T-shirt. . 
The year 2000 is just the beginning of a new 
century. Or is it? The 21st Century carries with 
it the mystique of being the "ultimate" era of 
technology. The first-graders of the "Class of 
2000" and the classes below will never have 
known life without television. They will see the 
computer of today as often as their grandparents 
saw the jukebox of days past. They may not know 
how to boil water or vegetables on the stove top, 
but instead, they will close a door, push a few 
buttons, and hear the "whir" of microwaves. 
Most of the first-graders of today will have 
owned a car, used or new, by graduation frOIr.. 
high school. Most will have taken an airplane 
ride sometime in their life. And many will have 
only known the presence of one parent in their 
household. 
What does all this say about the future "Class 
of 2000?" Are the kids of tomorrow really that 
different from the kids of yesterday?, 
Patsy Pryor's first"7grade class at Sidney Deener 
Elementary School P!oved that they really aren't. 
When asked what would be the most fun about 
high school, several of the 19.ds had it set in their 
minds what high school life would consist of. 
Deborah Hobelman, 6, heartily affirmed that 
"recess will be the most fun." (There are pro-
bably quite a few high schoolers wanting to know 
what school she is planning on attending.) Julie' 
Wray, 6, said that once in high school she couldn't 
wait to pester her brother. 
~ C/d S t? 
o 
The first-grader's hobbies are much the same 
as ten years ago, with one exception. Their 
favorite things to do are to play with dolls, ride 
their bike, play ball, draw, watch television and 
play with their computer - the one exception. 
Ten of the 25 students in the class have a com-
puter at their house. Most of them use the com-
puter to play games on, but Lucas Abbott, 6, says 
that by high school he "wants to know how to 
do his homework on it." 
Who makes up the list of heroes for the "Class 
of 2000"? Mom and Dad pretty much captured 
the votes for "Want to be most like." 
But the old "I want to be a fireman when I 
grow up" has changed, at least in this class, to 
the law enforcement side of government. Over 
half the boys want to be policemen, while most 
of the girls want to be I;t nurse or schoolteacher. 
One girl crossed the "typical male job" line by 
saying tht she wanted to be a policewoman. 
Despite some similarities between the children 
of today and the children of ten years ago (kids 
will always be Idds), educators agree that many 
differences do exist. 
Taking first grade with a smile. 
Patsy Pryor has taught for 19 years at Sidney 
Deener. She says she can definitely see a dif-
ference in the children of the last ten years. "So 
many come'to school with lots of insecurity iiI 
their homelife. I believe children aren't talked to 
or listened to enough," says Pryor. "Some don't 
even know who's going to pick them up in the 
afternoon ." 
Of course, television has been blamed as one 
of the major sources of grow,ing illiteracy and 
lack of "thinking skills" in the United States. 
Morse Mallett, principal of Sidney Deener 
, 
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or 
Patsy Pryor's first-grade class at Sidney Deener 
elementary. ' 
Elementary, has been an elementary school prin-
cipal for 32 years. 
He says that as a result of television "feeding~' 
the brain, analytical problem solving and con-
centration have gone by the wayside. First-graders 
are entering school with poor vocabulary, reading 
and thinking skills. 
Mallett gives a major reason for first-graders 
who aren't prepared. "Parents simply don't read 
to their children. Very few children can tell you 
fairy tale characters anymore, and too many kids 
are left to their own discretion in the afternoons." 
Mallett recommends to parents of first-graders 
that they read at least 20 minutes a day to their 
children. But Mallett also adds that their 
philosophy behind education is, "Don't frustrate 
children by making them progress faster than 
they're ready to. They'll learn to read when 
they're ready." 
Not only are children changing with our pro-
gression into tlle 21st Century, but the educational 
system of America is as well. Dr. Bobby Coker, 
dean of the school of education, says he believes 
teachers will be more highly paid and trained .. 
"We're going to be seeing alot more five-year 
programs for entry into the profession," says 
Coker. "Teachers will be accommodating the 
lazy learners with more technology in teaching, 
but there will also be more emphasis on think-
ing and on smaller class size." 
What does it mean to be the "Class of 2000?" 
It means that they have the rest of elementary 
school; sixth grade, where they'll finally rule the 
school; junior high, where they'll feel like they're 
the most awkward; high school, where they're 
supposed to live olit . the movie "Grease"; and 
then graduation. They have "growing up" to look 
forward to, something every generation before 
them has had to experience. 
A first-grader pretty much summed up what 
it means to be the "Class of 2000"; "It means 
you'll have finished with high school and then 
can do what you want." 
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Benson recalls the days of Harding College 
90th birthday party to·be held for former president 
by Trish Shanklin 
Bison staff writpr 
Harding University is holding a birthday 
dinner tomorrow evening for George Ben-
son, former Harding president. Born in a log 
Benson and wife often eat In 
cafeteria for lunch. 
house in Dewey County, Okla., Benson has 
grown to be a respected and admired leader. 
Benson expressed a special warmth 
toward the Chinese people. He said everyone 
was very nice and receptive to him. The 
culture of the Chinese varies greatly from 
the Americans. Yet, Benson soon became 
familiar with it, even to the point of being 
comfortable with the use of chopsticks. 
In Canton, Benson and a few other mis-
sionaries began an English language school. 
Many of the Chinese aristocracy were the 
ones most interested in learnim!. After a 
Harding had four years to payoff the debt. 
Benson's key to fundraising was to give the 
consumer satisfaction. "Make them believe 
the institution is worth investing in." 
Yet, after three years only one-fourth of 
the total had been accumulated. Benson 
then went to friends and received a $25,000 
gift from Dr. Pepperdine, and a $25,000 gift 
from a man in Delaware. "Learn to get your 
money in bigger lumps," Benson advised 
afterward. 
of Oklahoma Christian College, Chancellor 
of Alabama Christian College, and the 
Founder and President of The National 
Education Program. Benson is also an elder 
at the College Church. 
In 1925 Benson married Sally Hockaday. 
She died in 1980. From that marriage Ben-
son has two daughters, Ruth and Lois. He is 
now the grandfather of nine grandchildren. 
On Feb. 22, 1983 Benson married Marguerite 
O'Banion. 
O'Banion has worked as Benson's 
secretary for 41 years. 
In 1965 Dr. Clifton L. Ganus began his term 
as president of Harding. He spoke of Ben-
son as one who "did an excellent job with 
Harding." He said Benson was the one who 
saw Harding through the hard financial 
times. 
As Benson recounted stories from his past, 
he commented on his young schoolboy days. 
Pioneering is the word Benson chose to 
define his family and "no city" Arkansas 
was how he described his town. The closest 
railroad station to his home was 50 miles 
away. Benson was the second of five 
children. 
George B,enson with his wife, Marguerite. 
"I do not know any man who has done 
more for Christian education than Dr. Ben-
son," Ganus said. 
Since 1965 Dr. George Benson has been 
given the title of President Emeritus. His 
love for this school and for Christ is evident 
in everything he does and in the list of 
achievements he has made. Benson has 
lived a long life of service and now the faculty 
and staff are honoring him with a 90th 
birthday party. His birthday is Sept. 26. 
In 1925 Benson graduated from Harding 
College with a Bachelor of Acts degree, rrben 
in 1:931 be obtal'ned his Master 's degree in 
Chinese history from the University of 
Chicago. 
Benson is always willing to tell a story 
about missions and trips he has participated 
in. The articulate storyteller told of travels 
to Japan, India, Egypt, Palestine, Europe, 
the Philippine Islands, China, and Africa. 
One effort which portrays the giving and 
hard working spirit of the former president 
was in Canton, China. He spent nine years 
in the Orient before he was driven out by the 
government. With only $100 a month pay and 
little knowledge of the mother language, 
Benson and his wife of two months arrived 
in China in September 1925. 
One goal the Bensons had upon arrival in 
China was the desire to teach and preach in 
the Chinese language. After a time Benson 
began to tell the townspeople about the Lord. 
Not only through speaking but also by his 
example. 
Mike Justus, M.D. 
time the English textbooks were taken away 
and the Bible was used as a guide. In this 
way, many of the wealthiest and influential 
people of the country were converted. 
Benson is recognized as the founder of the 
Canton Bible School in 1930 and the founder 
of the Canton English College in 1932. 
Then in 1936 the big decision came for ! 
Benson. He had the choice of staying with 
his work in China or taking the offer to 
become the second president of Harding Col-
lege. At that time Benson was president of 
the Canton Bible College and had dedicated 
his life to China. Yet after thinking it over 
and listening to the advice from fellow mis-
sionaries, he realized he could do more work 
for the Chinese program as president of Har-
ding. He could send a larger quantity of mis-
sionaries out into the world and let the public 
know what was going on in foreign lands. 
In his first year as president, Benson in-
itiated and taught three courses on mis-
sionary work. 
After first taking over the executive office, 
Benson made it his first priority to rid the 
school of its $75,000 debt. It was during the 
depression years which made the task more 
difficult. 
House Call: Adjusting to stress 
A different roommate. A change in major. 
A series of exams. A new flame; an old 
• flame rekindled; or maybe an extinguished 
flame. Collegiate life thrives on change. 
Type-A personalities sense pending 
changes long before they materialize, and 
with obsessed effort, we set out to put our 
house in order. Schedules, check lists and 
time audits provide organization and a sense 
of order in the onslaught of change. 
others of us do little more than 
acknowledge change hoping to indefinitely 
delay confrontation with the issues. Perhaps, 
we are better referred to as "Type-LB" Claid 
back). 
Regardless of our method for dealing with 
stress, the demands of a new semester may 
insidiously drain our energy reserves. 
Fatigue does not always signal 
mononucleosis nor does abdominal pain 
always suggest a stomach virus. Both symp-
toms may indicate an inadequate approach 
to dealing with stressful changes. 
. Th reduce the intensity of collegiate stress, 
try to incorporate some type of physical ac-
tivity into your daily activity. Walking, run-
ning or cycling are exercise options which 
can be enjoyed solo or with friends. In col-
der weather, swimming, handball, basket-
ball, volleyball and table tennis are all readi-
ly available for indoor participation. 
When possible, reduce the intensity of 
your academic curriculum by including a 
class of interest but not necessarily related 
to your major. 
Projects and research papers can be bet-
ter managed a little at a time rather than 
the day before they are due. 
As the semester progresses, give yourself 
permission to experience more variety in 
daily routine. Sampling different foods and 
rotating choices can reduce the traditional 
dissatisfaction with institutional food 
preparation. Attend a meeting of one of the 
service organizations on campus that you 
know little about. If you feel dissatisfied with 
large worship gatherings, choose one of the 
Home Bible Study Groups on Wednesday 
evenings. 
If your efforts to defuse stressful change 
seem futile, ask for help to improve your 
coping skills by contacting the campus 
counseling center. 
Don't worry. Be happy! 
Benson developed into a well-known public 
speaker. He began speaking to the chambers 
of commerce, bankers, and influential peo-
ple in Arkansas and neighboring states. 
After obtaining local fame, he traveled and 
spoke in nearly every big city in America. 
Benson commented that he wanted to 
"build character, honor, integrity, and hones-
ty" into Harding College. When he retired 
in 1965, he left his mark on the campus. He 
led the process to build 15 new buildings and 
helped increased enrollment from 300 
students to 1,300 students. He also helped 
raise over $29 million to better the 
university. 
In the last 50 Years, Benson has done much 
to reach the people of this nation. For 40 
years he had his own 15 minute radio pro-
gram every week. It began in Little Rock 
and Memphis, then grew to over 100 stations 
in 38 different states. Until three years ago, 
Benson wrote a column for the "Monthly 
Letter." He is still recognized as the founder 
of the monthly newsletter. 
Benson has held many positions 
throughout the years. Some of those include 
President of Harding Academy, Chancellor 
and wife 
as they call them during the lunch 
hour outside the Benson's office in 
the Heritage lobby. 
Carousel cast chosen 
by Eloise Shedd 
Bison staff writer 
Curtain up!!! 
The cast of "Carousel!" has been selected 
and rehearsals are underway for the 1988 
homecoming musical. The stage in the Ben-
son Auditorium will come alive with sounds 
and sights of a carousel as approximately 
200 students present the musical Friday and 
Saturday nights. The cast will consist of 60 
members accompanied by an orchestra of 
30; while a multitude of others will be work-
ing off-stage to make the production a suc-
cess. The cast also in~ludes a Harding sage 
- Dr. Joe Pryor will play the part of Dr. 
Seldon in the musical. 
Cast selections· are as follows: Billy 
Bigelow - Conrad Ekkens; Julie Jordan-
Shelli Meador; Enoch Snow - Robert Rit-
ter; Carrie Pipperidge - India Medders; 
Nettie Fowler - Laura Beth Henderson; 
Mrs. Mullins - Marisa Thomas; Jigger -
Scott Miller; David Bascombe - Greg 
Hargett; Heavenly Friend - Scott Stewart; 
Starkeeper - Eric French; Captain - Wes 
Stine; Policeman 1 - Jeff Dunn; Policeman 
2 - David White; Principal- Neil Floyd; 
Dr. Seldon - Dr. Joe Pryor; Enoch Snow, Jr. 
- Chuck Roe; Louise - Jennifer Noland; 
Show children - Chuck Roe and Karen 
Mayfield . 
Choreography troupe - Scott Belin, 
Stacey Harris, Brian Mashburn, Robert Pat-
ton, Mark Story, Leanne Baker, Savannah 
Morley, Danielle Patton, Cherie Poynot, 
Shelly Privett. . 
Auxiliary choreography ensemble -
Kerry Judd and Sonya Nelson. 
High School Seniors - Tara Buss, Chuck 
Roe, Jennifer Npland, Heather Ellis, Bob 
Boaz, Arthur Markhart, Karen Mayfield. 
Chorus - Bob Boaz, Neil Floyd,_ John 
Folding, Eric French, Greg Hargett, Kevin 
Kee, Arthur Markhart, Rusty McAllister, 
Doug Morgan, Johnny Scott, Wes Stine, 
David White, Jodie Baker, Julie Burdge, 
Becky Douglas, Kristin Ford, Ann Love Gill, 
Jema Graeter, Jana Hayes, Holly Hughes, 
Amy Hunter, Anlaura Leek, Karen Mayfield, 
Leah Reeves, Sherry Reeves, Marla 
Reynolds, Diane Roof, Maricel Sibaja, Susan 
Willmon, Lori Westbrook. 
The Choreography Director will be Robert 
Patton, Stage Manager - Reann Reas, Stu-
dent Director - Theresa Sims, Costumes -
Ellse Robinson and Eloise Shedd. 
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Mandino's seminar offers more than just sales advice Parent's weekend 
Friday and Saturday, 
Sept. 30 - Oct. 1 
by Janna Wharton 
Bison staff writer 
If you are one of those people who think 
all the "Sales Seminars" are the same. vou 
would have changed your mind had you at-
tended the one last Thursday evening, Sept. 
15. 
Og Mandino, au tho!;, and lecturer, talked 
about how we must all play the game onne, 
even though we have never been taught the 
rules. According to Mandino, success has 
nothing to do wjtb money, fame or power. He 
said that success means being at peaeewith 
oneself. 
Mandino added that success is an abused 
subject and one in which everyone believes 
there are only a lucky few who find the i 
secrets to it. He claimed that there are no 
secrets to success and that expert 
knowledge of how to succeeQ has been 
available for thousands of years. 
Mandino is the author of The Greatest 
Salesman in the World. the all-time 
bestseller in the world of sales. He has given 
over 600 speeches in the past 12 years and 
has been featured on approximately 900 
radio and television shows. He has won 
several prestigious awards for his motiva-
tional speaking and four years ago was in-
ducted into the International Speakers Hall 
of Fame. 
Mandino stressed one area that is impor-
tant to all people who want to succeed in this 
world: learning by taking advantage of the 
resources they have available to them. "You 
will be the same person in five years as you 
are today except for the people you meet and 
the books you read," said Mandino. He en-
HANCOCK 
FABRICS 
Bridal • Formal 
Spring Sing 
Fabric and Notions 
Terry Kernodle 
Owner 
ATTENTION: 
~ 
503 E. Race 
268-5509 
STUDENT ENTREPRE'NEURS! 
THE HARDING ECONOMICS TEAM 
IS UPDATING ITS 
COMPREHENSIVE DIRECTORY 
OF ONCAMPUS ENTREPRENEURS 
who are willing-and-able 
to barter, exchange, or sell 
services to their classmates 
and others 
Do you want to be included 
in this directory? If so, 
send or deliver information to: 
The Belden Center for Private Enterprise EducatJon 
D. P. Diffine, Director 
P. O. Box 922, Campus Mail 
Room 119 - Mabee Business Center 
The deadline is no later than 
Friday, Oct. 14, 1988. 
couraged the audience to go to the library 
and check out a book instead of flopping 
down in front of the television. "Reading is 
a great talent - you can work miracles in 
your life if you can do this," said Mandino. 
According to Mandino, learning is one key 
to success and unless a person learns to ap-
preciate their assets, they will not go far. He 
went on to say that we should live everyday 
as our last. "You have heard it a million 
times but it's right. None of us have a con-
tract with time," said Mandino. 
Mandino was the first speaker in the 
American Studies Program this year. The 
program is designed to supplement 
students' academic training by featuring 
speakers in such areas as civic, political and 
international affairs. 
Mandino is successful, if success is defin-
ed as obtaining fame and earning a lot of 
money. When he came to Harding's campus 
. last Thursday, he shared the real meaning 
of a successful life with an audience who 
may have been expecting just another 
"Sales Seminar." 
ARTISTIC FLORIST 
& GIFTS 
10% Discount 
'"' 1 () with 1.0. 
~&Jk~ 
~~<;H~ 1012 S. 
~~~~ Main Street 
\ ~'\~ !!1~ 268-4333 
by Kristy Dalton 
Bison staff writer 
Coming up Friday, Sept. 30 and Saturday, 
Oct. 1 there will be a weekend especially 
designP.<l for Harding parents. 
This will be the second Parent's Weekend. 
Last year's was the first. 
The weekend will give parents opportunity 
to visit student classes on Friday, view a stu-
dent association movie, and enjoy a free con-
tinental breakfast Saturday morning. Open 
house of residence halls, a barbecue dinner 
in Harding Park as the guests of Dr. and Mrs. 
David Burks, the Bison vs. Northwest 
Oklahoma State football game, and a post 
game celebration are some of the events 
that highlight the two days. 
Parents weekend is organized by a com-
mittee chaired by Tim Bruner, director of 
alumni and parent relations. 
The parents may also have their 
photograph made with their son or daughter 
in a scenic ca~pus setting. These pictures 
will be taken by Ed Wilson of the Har-
ding faculty. 
A number of offices, which are normally 
closed on weekends, will have visitation sta-
tions Saturday in the American Heritage 
Center. 
"I think the parents of our students are an 
important part of the Harding family. Their 
presence on campus is extremely beneficial, 
both for us, and for them. We get an oppor-
tunity to know them and their concerns, and 
they have an opportunity to see, firsthand, 
their son's or daughter's experience," said 
Bruner. 
33 ct. brilliant solitaire $495.00 
Many quality stones are now available 
for less than what you would pay 
at discount stores. Drop by, we are 
always happy to see youl 
~a"'O' ~ \,Ii/I/ (U9) laro s uold • ® 
Downtown Searcy 
106 N. Spring 268-4684 
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First impressions 
by Mark Thomas 
Bison staff writer 
One spring, sometime before the Civil 
War, a boy in search of work came to Wrothy 
Taylor's prosperous Ohio farm. The farmer 
knew nothing about the boy except that his 
name was Jim, but he gave him a job. Jim 
spent the summer cutting stovewood, bring-
"ing in the cows and making himself general-
ly useful. He ate in the kitchen and slept in 
the haymow. 
Before the summer was over, Jim had 
fallen in love with Mr. Taylor's daughter. 
When Taylor refused to let him marry her 
- telling him bluntly that he had no money, 
no name, and very poor prospects - Jim put 
his belongings in his old carpet bag, and 
disappeared. 
Therefore, if anyone is in 
Christ, he is a new creation; 
the old has gone, the new 
has come. 
II Corinthians 5: 16-17 
- Thirty-five years passed before Taylor one 
day pulled down his barn to make way for 
a new one. On one of the rafters above the 
haymow, he discovered that Jim had carved 
his full name - James A. Garfield. He was 
then Dresident of the United States. 
, _. All of us have made mistaken judgements 
about another person. We think this person 
can't amount to anything; he will never 
make a contribution or he will never be pro-
ductive. But the years pass; the person 
matures; he is trained and becomes a 
success. 
Paul said it this way: "So from now on we 
regard no one from a worldly point of view. 
Though we once regarded Christ in this way, 
we do so no longer. Therefore, if anyone is 
in Christ, he is a new creation; the old has 
gone; the new has come!" (II Cor. 5:16,17). 
First impressions can be deceiving. 
CQubg: 
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INVITATIONS 
TABLE TENTS 
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GOLD 
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Bailey has zeal; 
coaches volleyball, 
teaches classes 
by Mike Allen 
Bison ,ports editor 
Kary] Bailey enjoys people. 
He displays this zest while coaching the 
Lady Bison volleyball team, counseling 
physical education majors and teaching 
classes. 
In fact, he pursued a career as a phYSical 
educator in order to closely work with young 
people. "I wanted a job that wo~d touch 
lives," said Bailey. 
He began heading in that direction in 1959, 
his first year at Harding College. Bailey, a 
math major, soon turned to physical educa-
tion due to a strong interest in sports. In his 
undergra,duate years, he pole vaulted for the 
track team, played intramural football, 
basketball, and baseball and put in time as 
a cheerleader. 
During the summers, seven in all, he sold 
books for the Southwestern Company. He 
met several interesting individuals during 
these sunny seasons, including his future 
wife, Marcella, in 1961. They married one 
year later in June. 
In the following years, Bailey earned his 
master's degree in physical education at 
Ohio State University and coached. at two In-
diana high schools. 
He returned to Harding in the fall of 1967 
as a lab aide for the college's NASA research, 
program and instructor in the physical 
education department. He served One year 
as assistant coach for the basketball team 
before embarking to Texas A & M for his 
doctoral degree. 
His time at A & M was well spent. "When 
I came back from graduate school," said 
Bailey, "I felt I had a lot more to offer the 
students." 
He offered them an increased knowledge 
of human movement in the area of gym-
nastics, an activity class he taught on cam-
pus. Parents in Searcy heard of Bailey's ex-
pertise and asked him to teach their chldren 
tumbling. After a couple of years, 110 
youngsters were training in his Saturda,y 
morning classes. 
Because of this growth and interest, 
Bailey began a gymnastics club. He directed 
the club from a downtown location for five 
years in addition to his academic load at 
Harding. 
In the fall of 1983, Athletic Director Harry 
Olree asked Bailey to coach Harding's new 
women's volleyball team. Bailey decided to 
take the team straight into Arkansas Inter-
collegiate Conference play, and the squad 
suffered some lumps in his first season. But, 
from match to match, the coach lmproved 
and the team upgraded its performance. 
These days, the Lady BlSons compete wen 
in all comerence outings. 
Volleyball consumes many of his days, put 
Bailey still enjoys his leisure. Favorite 
pastimes include. racquetPall, reading 
history and politics, traveling and 
preaching. He also delights in skiing and 
sponsors a y-early spring break trip to 
Colorado. 
"Best of all, though, I love the 
camaraderie with the faculty and students 
of Harding University," commented Bailey. 
It shows. 
HARDING SPORTS WEEK 
lady Bisons volleyball: 
Sept. 23, 24 Tournament away 
Sept 26, 27 Canference games away 
Cross Country: 
Tomorrow - UCA Jr. Invit. away 
Bison Football: 
Southeastern Okla. State 
Durant, Okla., 7 p.m. 
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STEPHANIE ALSUP spikes the volleyball on the Freed-Hardeman side of the court in last week's home game. The 
Lady Bisons swept Freed in three straight games. See Harding sports schedule for this week's games. 
ison football team faces major test 
by Mike Allen 
Bison sports editor 
The Bison football team could face 
the first real test of the early season 
to,moO'OW in Durant, Okla., when they 
face Southeastern Oklahoma State 
University at 7 p.m. 
The Bisons, ranked 15th in the 
NAIA, _carry a solid defense and a 
strong rushing attack into the Satur-
day ev~ COJ;ltest. Tn two outing$, 
the Harding defense has allowed op-
ponents_ just over 400 yards. On of-
fense, junior fullback Chris Hill leads 
the Harding ground game with a 
healthy 10 yards per carry average. 
Southeastern Oklahoma state hopes 
to challenge the Bisons with a pretty 
potent offense of their own. In the 
season opener, senior quarterback 
Greg Neece passed for 217 yards and 
, scampered for 36 more. His favorite 
running back, sophomore Corey Ran-
som, scored three touchdowns in a 31-7 
victory. 
Neece and Ransom must run past 
a Bisort front seven that boasts siX 
quarterback sacks and pass through 
a Bi~on secondary that has already 
picked off five passes. 
The Southeastern defense conte,nds 
with a Bison rushing offense that is 
currently placed number five in the 
nation. 
Bison football statistics through 2 games 
Date Final score Attendance 
9-3-88 Harding 22, Lane College 7 539 (Jackson, Tenn.) 
9-10-88 Harding 21, Univ. Mo.-Rolla 16 2,128 (Alumni Field, Searcy) 
RUSHING 
Name Games Car Net TD IAag R/Avg. G/Avg. 
ChrisHiU 2 23 234 3 80 ~0.2 117.0 
Anthony Lowery 2 28 185 1 50 6.6 92.5 
Mike Alexander 2 5 55 0 23 11.0 27.5 
Derrick Williams 2 6 39 0 12 6.5 19.5 
PASSING 
Name Games Att Comp lut Yards TD Long Pct G/Avg 
Greg Cox 2 31 11 4 117 2 28 355 58.5 
Tad Niblett 2 8 2 1 18 0 12 250 9.0 
RECEIVING 
Name Games Ree Yards TD Long R/Avg G/Avg 
Mike Alexander 2 7 65 2 17 9.3 32.5 
Keith Kelley 2 2 38 0 28 19.<: 19.0 
Kris Citty 2 1 20 0 20 20.0 10.0 
DEFENSE 
Name Solo Asst QB sack Fnm ree Pass lut Blkd kick 
John Spann 8 18 0 2 0 0 
Brooks Davis 7 18 1 0 0 0 
Joe Phillips 6 19 0 1 1 0 
Kenwick Thompson 3 14 0 0 0 1 
Bubba Alsup 5 12 1 0 0 0 
Alvin Henry 3 13 1 1 0 0 
Joe Sawyer 4 12 2 0 0 0 
Alan Buchanan 3 9 0 0 1 0 
Lady Bisons play 
tight AlC matches 
by Greg Petree 
Bison sports staff 
The Lady BiSon volleyball team has been 
struggling but it expects a close conference 
race this season. Ouachita beat the Lady 
Bisons here Tuesday night. 
Head Coach Karyl Bailey feels that the 
Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference race 
can be won by any team in the conference. 
"The AIC is a dogfight this year," he said. 
He is not the only one w~o feels this way. 
Many of his players have seen this already 
in their competition. Senior starter Sheryl 
Green said in reference to the tournament 
held at SAU, "It's the toughest competition 
we've seen in a long time." 
The Lady Bisons started their season with 
a victory over University of Arkansas at 
Pine Bluff. They then competed in the SAU 
Tournament and took third place with 
Missouri Western taking first. Senior starter 
Laura Jones says, "If we are to get into the 
playoffs, it looks like Missouri Western will 
be the team in the way." 
The 'l\iesday following the tournament 
was a disappointing loss suffered at the 
hands of SAU, 3-1. Harding bounced back 
with a home victory over UALR in three 
straight games. 
"This was a game of impressive intensi-
ty by the Lady Bisons," according to Bailey. 
Arkansas Tech was the heart-stOpper as 
each team took turns winning a game. Har-
ding took them to the fifth game where Tech 
pulled out the victory. Once again, the home 
court proved fatal for the opponent as the 
Lady Bisons swept Freed-Hardeman ofUhe 
floor in three straight games. The home-
court didn't hold true for Harding, however, 
as they went five games with Henderson 
State last Friday night. 
Coach Bailey gives much credit for Har-
ding's intense play to his starters. They are 
Onetta Gardner, captain, Laura Jones, co-
captain, Sheryl Green, Stephanie Alsup, 
Stephanie Dempsey, and Kelly Willingham. 
The next home game is a conference 
match against Arkansas Tech Friday, Oct. 7. 
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Medic Sav-On Drug 
Welcome students, we will be glad 
to open a charge account and 
will bill your parents 
looking for Us~ 
We've Moved 
SPECIAL DAYS & FLOWERS 
• Balloons 
• Stuffed Toys 
• Cut Flowers 
Rose Special: $1.50 each {cash & carry} 
Come by and see our new location! 
113 N. Spring St. {Across from Van Atkins} 
gpecioQ COoyg 
gQowe~g Oild Qibtg 
J 
~ 
~ 
268-7637 
SEARCY, AR . COesiglls b~ C.9SJ. 
15% DISCOUNT 
WITH THIS COUPON 
ON ALREADY LOW PRICES AT 
THE CHECKERBOARD SHOPPPE 
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• GI FTBAGS & TOTES 
• MAnED QUOTATIONS 
• PICTURE FRAMES 
• BRASS AND LOTS MORE .. 
SHIPMENT OF 
TENNIS BRACELETS 
YOU'VE BEEN ASKING FOR!! 
• DOILIES 
• RUGS 
• BASKETS 
THE 
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Cross country teams win OBU meet. 
by Ed Williams 
Bison spons staff 
The Harding men's and women's cross 
country teams dominated the competition 
in the Ouachl.ta Baptist Invitational meet 
last Saturday. 
The Lady Bisons team shQWed that they 
are well on their way to a third consecutive 
AIC/District 17 title. They placed seven run-
ners in the top ten and completely over-
whelmed the other competitors. A sizzling 
Cheryl Bednosky set a course record while 
leading Melynda Davis and Kelsi Hutchin-
son to a sweep of the top three finishers. 
Harding scored 17 points in the team 
championship. Second place went to Arkan-
sas College with 77 points followed by 
Grambling with 78, UALR with 90, and UCA 
with 102. 
The men's team has won the Arkansas In-
tercollegiate Conference championship for 
the last 16 years and seem poised to do so 
again. The Bisons continued their winning 
tradition at last Saturday's meet. The Bisons 
were led by Jon Murray and Marty Koonce 
who finished 1-2, and placed five runners in 
the top ten. 
Hariling scored 28 points in the victory. Se-
cond place went to Henderson State who had 
74 points. They were followed by UAM with 
89, Harding's JV had 104, and UCA with 112. 
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL - Club and intramural softball swung into action 
this fall. See story, page 16. 
A taste tradition 
con double cheeseburger 
and large Root Beer 
$2.00 
CHer expire. 10-31-81 
40B ·N. Walnut 
268-8112 
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Clubs stir up action in "potluck" softball 
by Rick Butler 
Bison intramural correspondent 
The first round of the club potluck softball 
tournament has been completed, and let's 
look at the results: . 
BUCS 16 BETA PHI 6 
Anthony "Amp" Lowery was 4-4 with two 
doubles and Joe Phillips added three hits in 
the fourth inning blowout. 
SUB-T 13 AGO 4 
David Dwyer and Robert Mays each 
homered and Mike "Slam" Allen added two 
hits for the Subbers in another first round 
blowout. Tim Jones was 2-3 to lead the 
Agotians. 
. SIG TAU 18 KING'S MEN 2 
High scores continued to be the habit as Sig 
Tau blasted King's Men 18-2. Charles Reed 
was 3-3 to lead Sig Tau and Terry Albright 
homered for King's Men. 
CHI SIGS 8 TNT 2 
Frank Brunner was 2-3 to lead Chi Sigs to 
an 8-2 victory and send TNT to the lm~er's 
bracket. 
BAINES 
CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC 
Dr. John W. Baines 
~LarryRoth 
Specializing In Spine 
lAnd Nerve Rehabilitation 
Hours By Appointment 
268-4101 
303 E. Center - Searcy 
Move Yourself. 
All Your Stuff. 
"...-ADd Save, TDoI~ 
It .... e.., .. na&IDC. RJdcr tnx.k ....... WIIIJ. 
Compare cost. be~ JUU IIII&R plan. for .ewl", u.u.e end of 
the .cmc.ter. 
u!r:u~~~tr==,:,.a!~~~~~~~r,u~ 
:"'-<,!b~e=l~=~~ll:~::!!~t::::"'..::: 
~~ t hat to U. price 01. plW Ucllat. at CWo" I bu" 
rl"ub'pp", 
Rcfu. ~lruek frolQ Ihcbe."nl~. rnottUcPCQda · 
bIe Cleel In Lhe MN"1cI - Ryd£~ T~ best l.rUI=lr. money can rent. 
10% III_unt for Stud.nt. 
lS % dl_unt for Senlo,. ond Coli ... StoH 
[J.~ RYDER TRUCK RJ!;NTAL 
_Ell BOLDING EXXON 
1210 E. Race - Searcy, AR 72143 
268-6889 
, I 
ALPHA TAU 13 TITANS 7 CHI SIGS 7 TNT 1 
Barry Thames, Ed "The Bus Driver" 
Williams, and Chris Cash each banged out 
two hits for Alpha Tau and Braden Beard 
had two hits in a losing effort. 
Todd Miller had three hits and Steve Holley 
and Greg Yocum each had two hits in Chi 
Sigs' win over TNT. Brian Burks was 3-3 for 
TNT. 
KAPPA TAU 17 THETA TAU 13 KAPPA TAU 13 KAPPA SIGS 10 
Steve Hinrichs led Kappa Tau with four hits 
and Derrick "D-Train" Martin, Slam Perry, 
and Sid Berberian each added three hits 
while David Echols paced Kappa Sigs with 
four hits. Chris Wolfe and Jimmy Pike each 
contributed two hits. 
John Sharp blasted a home run to lead Kap-
pa Tau to a win over Theta Tau. Tim 
"Dream" Weaver was 1-2 for Theta Tau. 
SUB-T 8 KAPPA SIGS 3 
THETA TAU 8 GALAXY 0 
Pat "Gramps" Osburn had three hits to lead 
Sub-T to victory. Eddie Jones homered and 
Coleman Westbrook had two hits for Sigs. 
Todd Humphrey had two hits and Shane 
Drollinger scored three times as Theta Tau 
shut out Galaxy 8~. Though information was 
not to be found, we're sure Darren Matthews 
had another fine pitching performance. 
In the next Bison we will have a wrap-up 
of the tournament. 
In B-Team second round action rain and 
close games were the norm. 
TITANS 11 KNIGHTS 10 
Mark Meador, Jim Phipps, and David 
Vaughn had two hits apiece as Titans edg-
ed Knights 11-10. Church led Knights going 
3-4. 
Next Week in 
the Bison 
Cross country highlight 
Pledge Week 
Lectureship liThe Jesus 
Lifestyle" 
We Have Become Known As 
"The Students Pharmacy." Won't 
You Let Us Be Of Service To You? 
at 
EDICAL CENTER PHARMAC 
located In Searcy Medical 'Center 
ULet us serve you" 
Try Something Exciting From Our Menu: 
• Alligator • Fried Crawfish • Crawfish Ettoufee 
• Soft Shell Crawfish • Softshell Crabs 
All your favorites, fresh from the waters of Acadiana, 
<Sooked by a true Cajun 
10% Discount with Harding I.D. 
V2 mile from Wal-Mart, Hwy. 367 on the bank 
of the Little Red River 
Open Tues.-Sat. 5:00 p.m.-9:30 p.m. 
PHONE 729-5853 Eat in or take out 
4 
~~~1F:~f 
~ ~'r ~. ~ * Club Jerseys 
* T-Shirts 
~ -J * Screen Printing • IJJ- _ 
~!H1(o]ll(c~ RAYMOND KELLY 
INC 
(Owner/Manager) 
809 E. Race St. 
(501) 268-0216 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • ! . D & H Video : 
• • ! All Movies : 
! $1.00 I 
: • Batteries Not Included : 
• • Lady In White • • • : Betweeen Searcy Medical Center: 
• and Suzuki Shop • • • ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••• I 
\ 
Ohe J~~ip!r aree 
10% OFF 
Book, Floss & Fabric 
with Harding 1.0. 
308 West Race Avenue 
268-1175 
<:Beth CWoMe~. (0WM~ 
PRYOR'S 
TYPING SERVICE 
BUSINESS - RESUMES - LEGAL 
SCHOOL - MANUSCRIPTS - PERSONAL , 
Jackie Pryor 
after 5:30 p.m. 724·6762 
Rt. 3, Box 398 
Bald Knob, Arkansas 72010 
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WOlllen's intratnural and club softball results 
by Sharon Bowles 
Bison staff writer 
Women's club and intramural softball, 
under the direction of Barbara Barnes, is 
winding down the fall season. 
In the intramural department the race for 
the championship has narrowed to just five 
teams. Since the Yankees beat the Braves, 
and the Padres beat the Cards, 13-9, the 
Yankees and Padres will battle it out next 
week. In the other bracket, the Braves and 
the Mets are going to play each other with 
Betty's 
Boarding Home 
"Day Care and Boarding 
Home for Elderly Ladies" 
Betty Robinson 
Owner 
303 S. Spruce 
268-9523 
the winner playing the Cards. Originally the 
Braves barely beat the Dodgers 14-13, and 
the Mets slid by the Royals 8-7. 
In the large club "N' division, the battle ' 
for the championship has narrowe9 to Shan-
tih, Omega Phi, and Zeta Rho. Shantih and 
Omega Pbi will battle it out Thursday night 
at 7 :30. ~ comes to the game with tight 
win over Zeta Rho, 4-3. Omega Phi comes off 
a strong, 9-5 win against KKK. The wmner 
of the Shantih and Omega Phi game will 
play Zeta Rho for the championship. 
Beall • La yrnon 
STUDENT AND FACULTY APPRECIATION 
10% OFF ALL PURCHASES 
Mens & Ladies - Choose from Fashions by: 
• Docker® • Levi® 501 
• Eastland® • Guess® 
• Reebok® • Soon® 
Just Present Your 1.0. Card to a Salesperson 
and Receive Your Discount. 
Store Hrs.: Mon.-Sa t.J O-9 
K-MAC ENTERPRISES, INC. 
............. 
...... 1nI~1nI 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
FOR MEDICAL 
STUDENTS. 
Medical school costs ore rising every 
day. They're climbing faster than many 
students can handle without the right 
kind of financial help. If you're a 
medical student, the Air Force may 
have the best answer for you. We offer 
an excellent scholarship program that 
can ease the financial strain of medical 
or osteopathy school and allow you to 
concentrate on your studies. 
Participation is based on competitive 
selection. Let the Air Force make an 
investment in your professional future. 
For more information, call 
CAPT MARTIN 
501·985-2225 COLLECT 
_AiR " -~=~~ 
~~~~ 
-------------------~-$-i:OOOFF-r Fajita $1.49 
TACO SALAD: 30¢ OFF 
99(: 
BURRITO SUPREME 
Offer Expires May 31, 1989 
Please present this coupon when ordering. 
Limit: One coupon per person per visit. 
Not good with any other offer. 
FREE ~
DRINK _____ 
REFILLS .~,. 
Offer Expires ltJay 31, 1989 
Please present this coupon when ordering. 
Limit: One coupon per person per visit. 
Not good with any other offer. 
FREE Q 
DRINK 
REFILLS ~ 
Offer Expires May 31, 1989 
Please present this coupon when ordering. 
Limit: One coupon per person per visit. 
Not good with any other offer. 
FREE 
DRINK 
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